
    
 
          CAMPERS CHATTER 
 
Thank you Wendy Stanfield for the camp report. 

 
“CHAMPAGNE”, near Greyton   
 

7 – 9 December 2018 

 

 

 

Campers: 

Trevor and Sandy     Ian and Wendy, Rosie, Gabi and Lucy the dog 

Ginger and Ruth     Schalk and Mariaan 

Theo and Libby     Craig and Rina 

Frank and Nadia     Michelle, Chloe, Michael and Donika 

Johnny and Sandy 

 

Johnny and Sandy blessed me with the responsibility of compiling this camps Campers Chatter.  No 

Pressure!  I’m thinking it was the speech I delivered about biotech and infotech and the future of our 

planet that did it.  Payback time.  Yip, that was it.  Straight after I launched into an enthusiastic 

conversation (albeit one-sided) about infotech/biotech, they landed me with this chore.  Fair enough.  But 

seriously, you do (Johnny & Sandy) need the Cloud. 

 

We were the first to arrive at camp on Friday.  By 11 am we were all set up and ready to welcome Johnny 

and Sandy.  Remaining members leisurely arrived throughout the afternoon.  Frank & Nadia joined us on 

the Saturday, bringing with them fresh French baguettes (yum). The weather was mild all weekend, with a 

quick bout of sudden heavy rain on the Saturday night.  Champagne is undeniably our favourite campsite.   

 

Besides us Stanfields (who swam every day), 

Craig and little Michael joined me in the water 

for fun on the tubes.  We then played swing-

ball (tennis) and Craig used a “one eye” 

excuse…. but beat us anyway.  Rina, your new 

tattoo is really cool.  It was the wisdom of 

Ruth & Ginger that saved Lucy from  finding 

snakes… she did, however, from then on 

forward, start chasing ducks (Lucy not Ruth)… 

and we’d find her swimming miles upriver…  

This brings me to the point where I share with 

you Michelle’s attempt to burn her kids alive 

in the tent  

 



It was great to have so many youngsters at camp.  

Johnny had a great way of encouraging the four 

teenage girls to get to know each other.  Put 

them on the raft and send them out to the middle 

of the river, and throw the rope in the water.  

Brilliant.  Just brilliant.  (Ian Bond to the rescue.)   

 

 

A huge thank you to the Camp Committee for the 

Golf Day Challenge they organised for the kids.  

(Not sure who had more fun… the kids 

participating or the adults supporting them.)    

Gabi skipped away with the winning prize.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 A great spread was laid out in the late afternoon and we all congregated at the camp fire before/after 

dinner, to catch up with each other, reminiscing on fun times at camps gone by, and the sentimental 

Johnny-Clause escapades.  Felt like family.  Schalk is now a New Man (sing Titanium) and we’re so pleased 

that he’s recovered so well.  Behind every successful man is a strong woman – Mariaan.  Love his positivity.  

He’s ready to take the bull by the horns (although according to new legislation laws it’s not politically 

correct, or humane, to use idioms of this nature anymore as the Department of Education will be removing 

them from the National Curriculum).  Thank you Sandy & Trevor for providing tinfoil for us (wink wink 

nudge nudge 80ms).   

Libby & Theo were marvellous with Rosie, showing true enthusiasm 

when she returned from her Tai Shin do Karate grading/show in 

town sporting a 3rd stripe on her brown karate belt, plus the 

prestigious womens ladorum trophy.  No trophy for Theo, who 

definitely didn’t catch a fish at 4 am (evidence not submissable). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We had load shedding on the Saturday from 6 – 8h30 pm.  Even though the country’s run out of coal, at 

least at Champagne we have water.  And I’ve now run out of news.  We love our Camping Club.  We love all 

our Campers – old and new.  And know you do too. 

 

 Fines: 

1. Ian & Wendy – arriving 

at camp way too early & 

then rubbing salt into 

the wound by staying 

another 5 days 

2. Michelle G – forgetting 

to bring wine. 

3. Craig – catching ALL the 

fish in the river (we 

suspect it was the same 

one 6 times) 

4. Theo – NOT catching 

any fish 

5. Mariaan – not having a 

microwave in her van, 

usually they have 

everything (including 

DSTV) 

 


